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CMC 3

short films in competition

PATCH
Gerd Gockell | Germany, Switzerland 2014 | 3’
An experimental animated short film using abstract
painting to explore the tension between abstraction
and recognisability.
f contact: anigraf, Gerd Gockell
gerd.gockell@anigraf.org

CMC 6

short films in competition

Picture Particles
Thorsten Fleisch | Germany 2014 | 6’
Individual elements from a carrier of visual information have been isolated to construct alternative visual
reagents.
f contact: Fleischfilm, Thorsten Fleisch
snuff@fleischfilm.com

CMC 6

short films in competition

Virtuos Virtuell

Virtuoso VIRTUAL
Thomas Stellmach, Maja Oschmann | Germany 2013 | 8’
Abstract ink drawings appear out of nowhere. They “grow”
synchronously to the music and carry us away on an exciting poetical journey into a musical world of pictures.
f contact: Thomas Stellmach, Maja Oschmann
thomas@stellmach.com
FEC 3

Graduation films

An Adventurous Afternoon
Ines Christine Geisser, Kirsten Carina Geisser |
Germany 2013 | 6’
Giant Fox and William Honda only wanted to enjoy a
nice coffee together, but the afternoon turns out more
adventurous than expected.
f contact: Ines Christine Geisser,
mail@ineschristine.com
FEC 1

Graduation films

nebenan
Andreas Marterer | Germany 2013 | 6’
An ordinary building in a normal environment. Everybody who lives there does what they do in their daily
lives.
f contact: Andreas Marterer,
andreas@marterer.net

LMC 5

Feature films in competition

Last Hijack
Femke Wolting, Tommy Pallotta | Netherlands,
Germany, Ireland, Belgium 2014 | 83’
A true tale of survival in Somalia told from a pirate’s
perspective.
f contact: The Match Factory GmbH, Sergi Steegmann,
sergi.steegmann@matchfactory.de

TVC 1

TV films

Meine Schmusedecke “Das Huhn
auf meiner Schmusedecke”

Patchwork Pals: The Chicken
Angela Steffen, Andrea Deppert | Germany 2013 | 4’
Lots of animals live on the blanket and everybody’s doing fine, but in this episode, the chicken has a problem:
The egg is stuck! Will its patchwork pals find a solution?
f contact: Studio FILM Bilder GmbH,
Thomas Meyer-Hermann,
studio@filmbilder.de

FCC 1

commissioned Film

Doc Meets Dorf “Title Sequence”
Stefan Schomerus, Egmont Mayer | Germany 2013 | 1’
Fast forward through the life of Fritzie Frühling. From
her youth on a farm to working in the city, Fritzie has
been chased by men all her life. Our story begins when
she is back home with a broken heart.
f contact: Egmont Mayer,
hello@egmontmayer.com

FCC 1

commissioned Film

FMX 2014 “Rugbybugs”
Matthias Bäuerle, Emanuel Fuchs, Fabian Fricke,
Martin Lapp, Carl Schröter | Germany 2013 | 2’
The bugs are coming! Carrying a missing piece of the
FMX logo, six quite different animals utilise their parti
cular strengths and experience a thrilling race
through the dark forest.
f contact: Filmakademie Baden-Württemberg,
Carl Schröter,
carl.schroeter@filmakademie.de

CMHC 1

short films out of competition

Utö Utoe
David Buob | Germany 2014 | 8’
On Utoe, the southernmost inhabited island of Finland,
an uncommon love triangle is taking place. Where is
the difference between dance moves out of joy and
wild movements out of rage?
f contact: David Buob,
david@davidbuob.de

Stop-motion: Contemporary Tales

Esterhazy
Izabela Plucinska | Germany, Poland 2009 | 25’
To mix the blood a little, a young rabbit from the Esterhazy dynasty in Vienna is sent to Berlin to find himself
a wife. He discovers a huge, beefy female rabbit near a
mysterious wall...
f contact: Clay Traces GbR,
Izabela Plucinska,
claytraces@googlemail.com

Stop-motion: The Invincibles

Balance
Christoph Lauenstein, Wolfgang Lauenstein |
Germany 1989 | 8’
Five characters in search of balance on a platform
hanging in midair.
f contact: Lauenstein & Lauenstein GbR,
info@lauenstein.tv

14-18, Animate the Great War:
The Horror of the Trenches

Friendly Fire
Andy Kaiser | Germany 2008 | 8’
Amidst the horror and destruction of the First World
War, a soldier is drawn towards the enemy.
f contact: Andy Kaiser,
andy@rubber-rocket.com

